GROUND FLOOR PLAN

BALLARAT PERSPECTIVES

2040

by Ailsa Brackley du Bois of The Editorial Suite

These character narratives project us into the future and tell hypothetical stories of
how people may use the spaces at Civic Hall Site in the year 2040.
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Age: 44
Lives: Gordon
Occupation: Sustainability &
Environment Lawyer
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Fly Tower
situation and the circulation space above our desks
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environmental matters.
incubator in the Lower Hall. He works with
business mentors who are helping him develop
environmental science part-time through a
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overlooking Armstrong Street. They have some
whizz-bang equipment up there. They receive all
sorts of sponsorship from organisations focused on
healthy living and wellness.
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Levi spends a fair bit of time at the
Ballarat Library
have extraordinary digital resources. He cycles into
work from Black Hill with his micro-schnoodle. He
takes that little dog everywhere. A lot of people
socialised.
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They have a monthly thousand paws parade on
the Westside Gardens
Main Hall to complement it. Pet lovers come
from everywhere. The West side doors open onto
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sparkling glass Northern Atrium and is high
visibility as it sits over the main business plaza.
People come to our restaurant for corporate
lunches and in the evening we host many families
celebrating special occasions. My older bother
now he thinks he is a celebrity!
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Restaurant making Arabic
Australia as refugees. Mum & Dad said we made

to a weekly prime time community radio show.
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ZEINAH
Age: 29
Lives: Delacombe
Occupation: Patisserie Chef
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on both sides. We also gain many customers
through the community events on at the
Main Hall and all the people who use the
Ballarat Library.
Lots of the Apartments on-site are leased out
and have money to spend at our restaurant and
My parents worked hard to build a new life

do Tai Chi on-site. During the Autumn & Winter
Southern Atrium
wide range of interesting and health enhancing

always humming with life and the Community
Hub areas of Civic Hall and the Southern Plaza
people living and working on-site or nearby. The
almost everything.

AXONOMETRIC VIEW

There are many different types of Offices here

Rooftop Garden
over the Lower Hall
and gives me a good start for the long hours
ahead. Above that on the Fly Tower is an
Observatory. We always recommend that to

COMPONENTS

8,550 m2
<$ 41 M

Library/
Community Hub
5,700 m2
<$32 M

Apartments
2,600 m2
<$8 M
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Shops &
Cafés
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1,350 m2
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Multi-storey
Carparking

<$5 M
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Multi-purpose
Covered Plaza

1720 m2

650 m2

Multi-purpose
Event Space +
Carparking +
Externals
<$36 M

ECONOMIC MODELLING
Construction Cost

Output over 25 years

% of private sector

Value added over 25 years

Carparking
(Under)
Plaza/ Landscape
2

CONCEPT M:
COMMERCIAL INNOVATION HUB

•
primarily due to the low private sector investment and ongoing operations
• The concept has construction costs consistent with other concepts but
• The lowest average development cost of all concepts offsets some of the

indoors and outdoors – this starts with

as large areas of open space
•

48%

investment components of this concept
•
both of which will support community development and interaction but
other concepts
• High levels of residential and commercial development provide for
activation opportunities
•
limits employment development opportunities in the precinct and may
negatively impact on retail and commercial investment in the precinct

CIVIC HALL SITE

Armstrong and Market

Employment (construction)

Net Present Value at 8% over 25 years

Rank 4

691

PARTICIPATORY COMMUNITY DESIGN PROCESS

STAGE ‘10 TO 5’ OF CONCEPT DESIGN

Rank 4
8.3

370
Employment (ongoing)

www.civichallsite.org

here studio

an expanded
Ballarat
Library.

M
25 Nov 2015

MARKET STREET
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FUTURE OFFICE SPACE
LIBRARY CONNECTED TO OFFICES

design to allow for adaptable and communal working
spaces and studios with street frontage can provide for
independent micro-businesses and encourage networking
and innovation. Shared spaces can also help ward off

and make the most of many different spaces for learning in both
public and commercial settings.

greater Western Region.
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Richmond 401 is a restored industrial building in Toronto
that now houses a mix of function and tenants including
shops. Together all the tenants form a body corporate
to ensure maintenance and running of the building. The
project presents as a great case study on co-lab working

Another relevant project is the River Studios in West
Melbourne. By keeping to a very strict budget and
offer studio spaces to low income artists. River Studio

to foster a sense of ownership and personality into the
studios.
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ACTIVE EDGES

people to meander and contribute to street activity.
TEMPORARY EVENTS
Free events for the whole community
vegetation/residential on top level.
A mix of retail and cafe/restaurant means that
the streets are used throughout the day and
which in turn makes them more likely to
look after it and their neighbours.
roads to cars (once or twice a month for
-

OUTDOOR MARKETS:
Market site bookings can bring in revenue
(existing Ballarat market charges $25 a stand.

Space for performances (stage and places to

ENVIRONMENTALLY SUSTAINABLE DESIGN

STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING

COST PLANNING
• Concept M has an approximate total development cost of $120M-$125M

• Residential program enhance sense of home and community and provides
opportunities for private outdoor spaces.
• Northern component of site struggles for daylight penetration and access
to openable windows or connection with external environment. Way

•
2

. The

• Concept M retains the Library in its original location. This will result in an
extended closure period for the Library during its re-construction.

as the existing structure will not be able to support the additional vertical build proposed for the site.
Prefabrication and modular construction will feature prominently on the site. The sky bridge between the Fly
Tower and apartment precinct will be prefabricated and delivered to site as a single lift component.

remaining 40% are on Market Street.

• The existing Civic Hall facades and entry points are upgraded and a new

25 Nov 2015

of its stage area.

for around 500 cars.

•

M

The adaptive reuse of the Civic Hall will entail structural alterations that will provide contiguous spaces and

Subterranean car park structures will be formed by excavating down to stiff rock and then constructing
suspended slab structures on pad footings to support ground plane landscaping and activation. Planters

Plaza behind the Lower Hall.
minimise the loads carried by the slab.
demolished and rebuilt. Care will be taken around existing building interfaces to ensure the construction remains
stable through the course of the rebuild without the requirement for complicated temporary works.

CIVIC HALL SITE

STAGE ‘10 TO 5’ OF CONCEPT DESIGN

here studio

